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Calculation of vibrationally resolved absorption
and fluorescence spectra of the rylenes†
Jonas Greiner a and Dage Sundholm *b
A generating function method was used to simulate the vibrationally resolved absorption and emission
spectra of perylene, terrylene and quaterrylene. This method operates on the basis of adiabatic excitation
energies and electronic ground and excited state vibrational frequencies. These parameters were calculated
using density functional theory with the PBE0 functional for perylene and terrylene and with the BH-LYP
functional for quaterrylene. The vertical excitation energies of the lower excited states were calculated using
functionals with diﬀering amounts of Hartree–Fock exchange. The optimal functional for each molecule
was chosen by comparing these energies to literature excitation energies. Using this technique the
calculated absorption spectra and the calculated emission spectrum of perylene were found to be in excellent
agreement with the literature experimental spectra after introducing a shift and a scaling factor. The most
prominent bands of the absorption spectra were assigned to their respective vibronic transitions.
1 Introduction
Perylene, terrylene and quaterrylene form a homologous group
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), the rylenes. Derivatives
of these compounds are well known for their photochemical
properties and their consequent usage in dyes and pigments as
they exhibit intense and broad visible and infrared light absorption
and high quantum yield fluorescence.1 Well-known examples are
the perylene monoimides and diimides. Modern optical applica-
tions such as organic photovoltaic cells,2,3 dye lasers4 and organic
field eﬀect transistors5 on the basis of rylene derivatives are also
being studied. Therefore it is worth investigating the vibronically
excited states of the parent structures. Another important property
of the PAHs is their long photostability.6,7 It is postulated that these
molecules and their cations are common in the interstellar
medium8–11 and could therefore be the source for part of the diffuse
interstellar bands (DIBs).12–15 The identification of the molecules
that are responsible for the DIBs is possible through the comparison
with low-temperature spectra with no solvent effects. Quantum
chemical calculations facilitate the prediction of these low-
temperature spectra.
Photon absorption and fluorescence of molecules follow
the Franck–Condon principle. The smaller the shift in nuclei
positions induced by the electronic excitation, the higher the
observed intensity of the transition.16,17 In the zero-temperature
approximation only the vibronic ground state is populated; excita-
tions can only occur from this state. Most molecules also follow
Kasha’s rule, i.e., photon emission occurs from the vibrational
ground state of the lowest electronically excited state.18 Within these
approximations, the vibronic structure of the absorption spectrum is
only a function of the excited state vibrational spectrum, while the
fluorescence spectrum is a function of the ground state vibrational
spectrum. The theoretical investigation of the vibronic spectra of
molecules is thus possible through the calculation of electronic
ground and excited state geometries and vibrational frequencies
within the harmonic approximation. The ground state energy and
geometry is accessible through density functional theory (DFT) while
the time-dependent variant (TD-DFT) is necessary to investigate the
electronically excited states. The coupling between vibrational and
electronic transitions can be simulated in the harmonic approxi-
mation by describing the geometrical and vibrational differences
between the ground and excited states through the Duschinsky
rotation.19 The geometric displacement and the Duschinsky rotation
matrix are used to construct a generating function that allows the
simulation of absorption and fluorescence spectra within the zero-
temperature approximation. This method has been developed and
implemented by Tapavicza et al.20,21 The simulated spectra can be
compared with ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption and fluores-
cence spectrameasured bymatrix isolation spectroscopy. Absorption
spectra for the perylene, terrylene and quaterrylene molecules have
been recorded byHalasinski et al.22 The absorption and fluorescence
spectra of perylene have been recorded by Joblin et al.23
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As with all DFT methods the choice of the correct functional
is significant for the accuracy of the calculated results. This is
especially true for photochemical applications. The amount
of ‘exact’ HF exchange included in the hybrid correlation–
exchange–functionals has a large influence on the TD-DFT
vertical excitation energies and the resulting spectra as can be
seen in the literature.24,25
2 Methods
All calculations were done using Turbomole26–28 with the
Karlsruhe triple-zeta basis set with double polarization functions
(def2-TZVPP)29 and the m5 grid.30 The functionals used are the
TPSSh functional with 10%HF exchange,31–33 the B3-LYP functional
with 20% HF exchange,34–36 the PBE0 functional with 25% HF
exchange31,37,38 and the BH-LYP functional with 50% HF
exchange.34,35,39 The symmetry of all molecules is D2h and they
are oriented in the xy-plane. The ground state geometry was
optimized using density functional theory (DFT)40 and the
respective functionals. The optimized molecular structures
are presented in Fig. 1. The vertical excitation energies were
calculated from the ground state geometries using time-
dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT).41–43 The excited
state geometries were optimized using TD-DFT.40,43,44
The vibrational frequencies of the molecules in their ground
state were calculated from the analytic second derivative of the
energy using the AOFORCE module.47,48 The second derivatives
of the excited state molecules were calculated numerically from
the analytical gradients using the NUMFORCE module. The
RADLESS module was used for the simulation of vibronic
absorption and fluorescence spectra.20,21 The resolution of
the calculated spectra can be raised by increasing the integra-
tion time. An integration time of 2.42 ps was found to be
proficient for the comparison with the experimental spectra.
Additionally, lifetime broadening can be employed to permit a
visual comparison with the experimental spectra. The lifetime
for the spectra of each molecule were chosen to reproduce the
spectral widths observed in the respective experimental spec-
trum. The assignment of bands is easier with very narrow
spectral widths. Therefore the absorption bands were assigned
to a high-resolution spectrum with a lifetime of 2.42 ps and an
integration time of 120.94 ps.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Vertical excitation energies
To investigate the amount of HF exchange needed for the
optimal prediction of the spectra, the vertical excitation energies
of the two lowest B2u and B3u states were calculated using the
TPSSh, B3-LYP, PBE0 and BH-LYP functionals. These transitions
have a non-vanishing transition dipole moment and are therefore
experimentally accessible. The excitation energies were calculated
on the basis of the optimized ground state structures of the
respective functional. The results are displayed in Table 1.
The most accurate energies are obtained using the PBE0
functional (25% HF exchange) for the perylene and terrylene
molecules and using the BH-LYP functional (50% HF exchange)
for the quaterrylene molecule. Therefore these respective func-
tionals should yield the best results for the simulation of the
absorption and emission spectra.
3.2 Absorption spectra
The functionals determined to accurately reproduce the experi-
mental vertical excitation energies were used to calculate
Fig. 1 Molecular structures of the studied molecules. The graphics were
created using Avogadro.45,46
Table 1 Excitation energies of the two lowest B2u and B3u states of
perylene, terrylene and quaterrylene (in eV) calculated at the TPSSh, B3-LYP,
PBE0 and BH-LYP levels. Experimental excitation energies from the band origin
in the neon matrix spectrum are also reported.22 The oscillator strengths are
given in the ESI
Molecule State
DFT
Exp.TPPSh B3-LYP PBE0 BH-LYP
Perylene 1B3u 2.72 2.79 2.88 3.18 2.96
1B2u 3.92 4.00 4.14 4.51
2B2u 4.63 4.81 5.00 5.66
2B3u 5.21 5.33 5.51 6.01
Terrylene 1B3u 2.07 2.15 2.22 2.50 2.35
1B2u 3.09 3.19 3.31 3.68
2B2u 3.58 3.74 3.89 4.38
2B3u 4.00 4.21 4.40 4.97
Quaterrylene 1B3u 1.71 1.78 1.84 2.12 2.04
1B2u 3.15 3.29 3.43 3.86
2B3u 3.17 3.38 3.57 4.17
2B2u 3.44 3.63 3.80 4.32
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the equilibrium geometry, normal modes and vibrational fre-
quencies of the ground state S0 and the first electronically
excited state S1. The normal modes, vibrational frequencies,
transition dipole moments as well as the ground and excited
state energies at their respective equilibrium geometries make
the calculation of vibronic absorption and fluorescence spectra
possible. The calculated absorption spectra can be compared to
the 4 K neon matrix isolation experimental spectra recorded by
Halasinski et al.22
All calculated absorption spectra are red-shifted compared
to the measured spectrum. This diﬀerence must be attributed
to the calculated adiabatic excitation energies which appear to
be underestimated by the TD-DFT methodology. The calculated
adiabatic excitation energies for the perylene, terrylene and
quaterrylene molecules are 21 796 cm1 (2.70 eV), 16 887 cm1
(2.09 eV) and 15 667 cm1 (1.94 eV) respectively. The 0–0 band
of the calculated spectra can be reproduced from the adiabatic
excitation energies when the zero-point vibrational energies of
the ground and excited states are accounted for. Additionally
the experimental spectra of all three molecules include electro-
nic transitions to higher excited states, which can be seen
between 35 000 cm1 and 55 000 cm1 in the literature.22 These
transitions have not been calculated and therefore cannot be
compared. The energy intervals between the different bands are
higher in the calculated spectra. In the experimental spectrum
these intervals decrease with higher energies. The reason for
this discrepancy is the usage of the harmonic approximation in
the calculation which leads to overestimation of the vibrational
energies, because anharmonic effects are not considered. The
wavenumbers of the calculated spectrum can be scaled to
the experimental spectrum to account for the error introduced
by the harmonic approximation. The juxtaposition of the
calculated spectra into the experimental spectra measured by
Halasinski et al.22 is shown in Fig. 2.
The calculated spectra are shifted by 3380 cm1, 3060 cm1
and 2660 cm1 to higher energies and scaled by a factor of 0.98,
0.99 and 0.93 respectively to make a qualitative comparison of
the band structure possible.
When scaled and shifted, the calculated absorption spectrum
of perylene in Fig. 2a matches the experimental spectrum
precisely. The spectral widths of the experimental bands can
be replicated accurately using lifetime broadening. This result
underlines the potential of the generating function method to
reproduce experimental spectra with high accuracy. Fig. 2a is
a testament to the quality of both the experimental and the
calculated spectrum. The calculated bands with a relative
intensity of above 10% of the 0–0 band are reported in
Table 2. The bands were assigned through comparison with
the calculated vibrational spectrum of the excited state. Addi-
tionally, all bands with a relative intensity of above 2% of the
0–0 peak are reported and assigned in the ESI.† Joblin et al.23
matched the combination bands in their experimental spectrum to
the respective simultaneously excited fundamental bands. For
instance, they assigned the band at a shift of 1640 cm1 to a
combination of the bands at 348 cm1 and 1293 cm1 and the band
at a shift of 1950 cm1 to a combination of the bands at 348 cm1
and 1601 cm1. The assignment in Table 2 reaches the same
conclusions when accounting for the harmonic approximation.
The comparison of the calculated absorption spectrum of
terrylene to the experimental absorption spectrum in Fig. 2b
shows small diﬀerences in the band intensities. All band
intensities relative to the 0–0 peak appear to be underestimated
in the simulated spectrum. The peaks from 19 400 cm1 to
Fig. 2 Calculated and experimental22 absorption spectra of the 1B3u state
of perylene, terrylene and quaterrylene. The simulated spectra are scaled
and shifted to match the experimental absorption spectra.
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20 200 cm1 are shifted to higher energies compared to the
corresponding experimental bands. There is a distinct peak in
the experimental spectrum at 18 800 cm1, which is red-shifted
compared to the 0–0-band and has not been predicted in the
calculated spectrum. A possible reason for these deviations
from the experimental spectrum could be that the molecule
occupies different sites within the neon matrix. This possibility
has also been investigated by Halasinski et al.22 The different
environment could result in a splitting of the peaks that is not
predicted in the calculated spectrum of a free terrylene mole-
cule. In spite of these discrepancies, there is good qualitative
agreement between the simulated and the experimental
spectrum. The calculated bands with a relative intensity of
above 10% of the 0–0 band are reported in Table 3. The bands
were assigned through comparison with the calculated vibra-
tional spectrum of the excited state. Additionally, all bands with
a relative intensity of above 2% of the 0–0 peak are reported and
assigned in the ESI.†
There are larger diﬀerences between the calculated
spectrum of the quaterrylene molecule and the experimental
spectrum in Fig. 2c. The relative positions of the bands are
well predicted by the simulated spectrum. The intensities of
the calculated bands relative to the 0–0-band are larger in the
calculated spectrum. The calculations seem to overestimate
the intensities of the higher energy vibronic transitions
for the quaterrylene molecule. The higher intensity of the
predicted vibronic transitions in conjunction with the applied
peak broadening also leads to a higher baseline at the higher
energy side of the spectrum. The presence of small red-shifted
bands next to the 0–0-band in the experimental spectrum could
again be attributed to site-splitting effects22 in the neon matrix
that have already been discussed for the terrylene molecule.
The BH-LYP functional that was used for this calculation has
50% of HF exchange. This appears to reduce the shift necessary
to compare the calculated spectrum to the experimental
spectrum. This is not surprising since the TD-DFT method
appears to underestimate adiabatic excitation energies while a
functional with higher percentages of Hartree–Fock exchange
overestimates the excitation energies as was shown in Table 1,
leading to possible error cancellation. The calculated bands
with a relative intensity of above 10% of the 0–0 band are
reported in Table 4. The bands were assigned through comparison
with the calculated vibrational spectrum of the excited state.
Additionally, all bands with a relative intensity of above 2% of
the 0–0 peak are reported and assigned in the ESI.†
Some of the low-frequency non-totally symmetric bands
(1au, 2au, 1b2g, 1b3g, 1b1u and 8b2g) from the excited state
vibrational spectra contribute to the electronic absorption
spectra of terrylene and quaterrylene as totally symmetric
combination bands. These combination bands also combine
with other totally symmetric bands as can be seen in the ESI.† The
calculation of quantitatively correct bands in the absorption and
emission spectra is diﬃcult using TD-DFT as the prediction of the
appropriate functional is crucial. TD-DFT also appears to under-
estimate the adiabatic excitation energies. This could be improved
through usage of an ab initio method such as CC2 or ADC(2).49
The diﬀerent scaling of the band intervals is introduced through
the harmonic approximation and can only be alleviated through the
calculation of anharmonic corrections to the vibrational frequencies.
To achieve this the numerical calculation of higher order energy
derivatives to construct high order force constantmatrices is needed.
Both of these measures are coupled to higher computational costs
for large molecules.
3.3 Fluorescence spectra
The fluorescence spectra can be calculated from the ground
and excited state energies at their respective equilibrium geo-
metries and from the ground and excited state vibrational
frequencies. These parameters were calculated for all three
molecules using the appropriate functionals. Unfortunately
experimental spectra are only available for the perylene mole-
cule from Joblin et al.23 A lower lifetime parameter of 0.145 ps
was used to simulate the perylene spectra, because the spectral
widths of these experimental spectra are larger. Both the
Table 2 Calculated bands of the absorption spectrum of perylene with a
relative intensity of more than 10% of the 0–0 peak. The transitions were
assigned to the respective vibrational level of the excited state
Wavenumber (cm1) Shift (cm1) Relative intensity Assignment
20 907 0 1.00
21 265 358 0.43 1ag
21 467 560 0.13 3ag
22 229 1321 0.25 8ag
22 346 1439 0.20 10ag
22 557 1649 0.31 13ag
22 586 1679 0.11 1ag + 8ag
22 914 2007 0.14 1ag + 13ag
Table 3 Calculated bands of the absorption spectrum of terrylene with a
relative intensity of more than 10% of the 0–0 peak. The transitions were
assigned to the respective vibrational level of the excited state
Wavenumber (cm1) Shift (cm1) Relative intensity Assignment
16 035 0 1.00
16 283 248 0.45 1ag
16 532 497 0.10 2  1ag
17 355 1321 0.26 11ag
17 460 1425 0.11 14ag
17 604 1569 0.12 1ag + 11ag
17 682 1647 0.11 19ag
Table 4 Calculated bands of the absorption spectrum of quaterrylene
with a relative intensity of more than 10% of the 0–0 peak. The transitions
were assigned to the respective vibrational level of the excited state
Wavenumber (cm1) Shift (cm1) Rel. intensity Assignment
14 821 0 1.00
14 877 55 0.11 2  1au
15 015 194 0.72 1ag
15 209 388 0.26 2  1ag
15 401 579 0.12 5ag
16 164 1342 0.50 14ag
16 358 1536 0.37 1ag + 14ag
16 513 1692 0.12 25ag
16 551 1730 0.15 2  1ag + 14ag
17 506 2685 0.13 2  14ag
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absorption and the fluorescence spectra are scaled by a factor
of 0.98 and shifted by 3380 cm1 analogously to Section 3.2 and
the result is presented in Fig. 3.
As is to be expected from Section 3.2 there is high agreement
between the experimental and the simulated absorption
spectra. The simulated bands are able to reproduce the band
structure of the experimental spectrum precisely. The position
of the calculated fluorescence spectrum bands match those of
the experimental spectrum. The spectral widths and heights of
the bands are smaller than in the experimental spectrum. It
appears as if the experimental fluorescence spectrum has
larger spectral widths than the experimental absorption
spectrum. Therefore the spectral widths and intensities could
not be accurately reproduced by the calculated fluorescence
spectrum. Overall, the position of the bands in the absorption
and the fluorescence spectra are well predicted by the used
methodology.
Fig. 4 presents the calculated absorption and emission
spectra of all three molecules. No shift or scaling is applied
in these figures. The lifetime parameters from Section 3.2 were
used for all calculations.
The calculated spectra are very symmetrical. The emission
band intensities are lower than the respective intensities of the
absorption bands. The 0–0-band has the highest intensity in all
spectra. Therefore according to the Franck–Condon principle16,17
the predicted change in molecular geometry upon adiabatic
electronic excitation is small which conforms with the rigid
structure of the polyaromatic hydrocarbons.50 Fig. 4c clarifies
why the baseline of the calculated spectrum in Fig. 2c appears to
be raised on the high-energy side compared to the low-energy side
of the spectrum. The calculated spectrum in Fig. 2c is cut
off between two sets of overlapping vibronic transitions. The
minimum between the transitions at around 18600 cm1 is raised
due to broadening of the neighbouring peaks. This effect is not
observed in the experimental spectrum as the last set of bands is
not visible due to lower experimental band intensities.
4 Conclusion
The vertical excitation energies of three rylene molecules were
calculated using TD-DFT. It was found that the percentage of
exact Hartree–Fock exchange contained in the hybrid func-
tional has a high effect on the accuracy of the calculated vertical
excitation energies. There appears to be an optimal amount of
Hartree–Fock exchange between 30% and 40% with a trend to
higher percentages for larger polyaromatic molecules with
smaller HOMO–LUMO gaps. These results were used to choose
the optimal functional for the calculation of the absorption and
emission spectra.
The simulated absorption spectra and their comparability to
the experimental spectra of the rylenes validate the used
methods and are a testament to their capability of describing
the change in molecular geometry and molecular vibrations
upon electronic excitation. Especially for perylene a high
Fig. 4 Calculated absorption and fluorescence spectra of the 1B3u state
of perylene, terrylene and quaterrylene.
Fig. 3 Calculated and experimental23 absorption and fluorescence spec-
tra of the 1B3u state of perylene. The simulated spectra are scaled and
shifted to match the experimental spectra. A lifetime parameter of 0.145 ps
was used for broadening of the calculated spectra.
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agreement between the simulation and the experiment was
found. For the larger rylenes there were deviations from the
experimental spectra. Some of these deviations are presumed to
be a result of the experimental conditions of the matrix-
isolation spectroscopic experiment. The bands of the simulated
spectra were assigned to vibronic transitions using the calcu-
lated excited state vibrational spectra.
The fluorescence spectra were calculated using the same
methodology as the absorption spectra. It was found that the
calculated fluorescence spectrum of perylene is in good agree-
ment with the experimental spectrum. Unfortunately there are
no comparison spectra for terrylene and quaterrylene available
in the literature. The accuracy of the simulated fluorescence
spectra could therefore not be assessed.
The generating function approach shows a lot of potential
for the simulation of vibrationally resolved absorption and
emission spectra of the polyaromatic hydrocarbons. The experi-
mental spectra can be replicated with high accuracy which
underlines that the consideration of Duschinsky eﬀects19
within the Franck–Condon approximation16,17 is enough to
accurately describe the studied molecules while Herzberg–
Teller vibronic coupling effects51 can be neglected.52 The only
faults of the used methodology stem from the inability of
TD-DFT to produce quantitatively accurate excitation energies
and from the usage of the harmonic approximation to calculate
molecular vibrations which makes shifting and scaling of the
calculated spectra necessary for the qualitative comparison
with the experiment. Conveniently this generating function
technique is independent of the quantum chemical method
used to calculate the required energies and could therefore
be combined with more accurate procedures such as CC2 or
ADC(2).49
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